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Editorial.
Welcome to ILSA’s Summer 2020 Newsletter.
How times have changed since our Spring Newsletter
issued in February. Then we were looking forward to
hosting our Spring Conference in Cork on March 27th. All
changed on March 12th when Taoiseach, Leo Varadkar,
announced school closures until March 30th, leading to
the inevitable cancellation of the conference.
The last three months have been challenging times for
teachers and students. Suddenly, and without training,
teachers were adapting to teaching online and providing
the best education possible during this time. By now we
all have experience of distance/remote teaching.
Teachers adapted and found new ways of engaging with
their students on online platforms. Many of us have
taken a huge leap in our technology and video
conferencing skills. At time of writing it is still unclear
how schools will function in September. Perhaps these
newly acquired skills will again be used in distance
teaching and learning.
In this issue I have included a selection of resources used
by teachers during school closures, an account of
teachers’ experiences as well as reviews of books which
can be used to help students understand coronavirus and
support wellbeing.
Plans are in place for this year’s annual conference in
Mount Wolseley Hotel on October the 2nd and 3rd. If it is
not possible to hold the conference, we are planning on
delivering a conference webinar. For further information
keep an eye on ilsa website https://ilsa.ie/
Breda Coady.
Editor.
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A new era in teaching and learning - Covid 19
by Annette Ormond, Grad. Dip SEN, M. Ed. ASN

In March 2020 our classrooms closed due to the Covid 19 pandemic. The children left to begin a
new journey of learning from home, with their teachers at a distance. What a journey this has
been. The overload of electronic communication through emails, social media and online teaching tools overwhelmed me initially and I couldn’t focus. I was trying to meet the many and varied
needs of the children I teach. I missed the human face to face communication so much and
struggled without the chats, the morning coffee and the supportive words when the day didn’t
go as I had imagined it would. I work in a Special Class for children with Autism Spectrum Disorders and I always have two excellent Special Needs Assistants, a supportive principal and a
teaching buddy next door to turn to. Now, suddenly it was just me, a computer and children and
parents who more than ever needed me to help them- not just academically but socially and
emotionally too. I eventually realised what I had to do for my class- I had to implement the Student Support File process on a larger scale to include my whole class as a group. Identify the
needs of the children then plan purposefully, implement my plan and monitor progress over
time.
This started with a social group meeting over zoom every day at the same time which gave structure to the day. Initially, the children were so excited that nobody listened, and everybody just
talked but this didn’t last long. This group turned into a lifeline for the children with ASD and for
the other children who joined us along the way. It became a forum to discuss what was happening and to voice frustrations. It became a safe place for the children to meet and see people who
were familiar. The children share stories, show off completed work and look for feedback from
their peers. Using our zoom pro account it turned into a team teaching opportunity. One of the
Special Education Teachers joined me and we used breakout rooms to teach the now bigger
group. With the success of the social group, but at the same time an increase in the children’s
anxiety about work, I started teaching literacy and numeracy through zoom too.
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Teaching literacy through zoom has been an eye opener for me as the children have made so
much progress over this time. I had individual sessions for literacy as they are all at different
levels. In every session we covered language (in my opinion the essential component of every
literacy lesson) reading and some work on sight vocabulary or phonics depending on the progress of the child. I used resources such as www.oxfordowl.co.uk which has a wealth of available books to read or the publishers’ websites for shorter comprehension pieces. Twinkl have
many resources and PowerPoints that were perfect to share on zoom and I used YouTube
videos and interactive maths materials to reinforce learning.
Teaching maths has not been as successful as the children need to touch materials and manipulate different things to fully understand them. We played many games and built up baseline skills. I reverted to a maths recovery type lesson as this met the needs of the children far
better.
I feel the reason zoom teaching has worked so well for these particular children is because
when teaching online everything had to be pared right back. Many resources were not suitable to this type of teaching. Lessons were focused, as time was limited and children had nowhere to turn to be distracted. There were Mammys and Daddys at their shoulders, encouraging them to concentrate. Worksheets and books were not used as much as using them was
too difficult. Things returned to the basics of teaching without all the added extras- something perhaps to remember when we return to the classrooms.

This journey has not been perfect and I miss the daily interaction with people in the workplace but I know the children I work with have made progress during this time. I feel they
have benefited also through emotional and social support. We never expected that 2020
would bring a whole new teaching experience where we, the teachers, would learn as much
as the children. Teachers should be proud of how they have responded to this pandemic and
be proud of the difference they have made in the lives of families and children all around the
country.
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Resources.
Useful websites:
The internet has many educational resources for teachers and students, some of which
can be engaged with online while others can be downloaded and printed. I have listed
some below:
https://ncse.ie/

Online resources for teachers and parents featuring a theme of the week and an app of
the week. Mainly primary level.
Has an excellent section on supporting children with autism, including links to webinar
and a Carol Gray social story explaining the coronavirus and procedures in place to control its spread. Primary and Post Primary.
http://www.pdst.ie/

Distance learning resources. Includes digital technology,

Health and Wellbeing Resources and primary Literacy and Maths.

Maths.
https://www.mangahigh.com/en-gb/

A games-based learning site with a strong Maths content.
https://www.transum.org/
Offers free Maths content, activities include starter of the day and fun Maths.
https://www.khanacademy.org/

Has a wide range of topics presented in short videos.

Gaeilge
http://leighleat.com/

Irish stories read by native speakers.
https://cula4.com/ga/
Irish language programme and TV channel for Irish speaking children.
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Wellbeing.
https://www.stopbreathethink.com/kids/
A great app to help children process and manage emotions.
https://www.alustforlife.com/

An online platform that enables young people to access mental health content to build
psychological flexibility and resilience.
https://www.gonoodle.com/
Supports mindfulness and movement. Videos created by child development experts to
support focus for learning.

Art.
http://www.iamanartist.ie/

Supports the visual arts programme in primary schools.

Literacy/Numeracy/Links to Curriculum .
https://www.scoilnet.ie/
Provides tools for primary and post primary teachers to create lessons and engage IT.
https://www.thenational.academy/

Online classrooms and resources bank created for teachers by teachers. Covers English,
Maths, Art and languages.
https://www.worldofdavidwalliams.com/activities/

Listen to David Walliams’s stories followed by exciting activities and activity sheets.
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Audio books
https://stories.audible.com/start-listen

Digital audio books for all ages, many are free while schools are closed.
https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/resources
Good site to improve rhyming, blending, listening and pronunciation.
https://www.teachyourmonstertoread.com/
Suitable for children in the early stages of learning to read.
https://www.getepic.com/
A digital library for the under 12s. Allows access to thousands of books, audio books and
videos.
https://classroomsecrets.co.uk/

Curriculum topics differentiated by outcome, good SEN section.
https://www.readworks.org/
Excellent site, offers a wide range of structured content to support reading comprehension for all ages.
https://www.twinkl.ie/
Lessons in areas of reading, writing, speaking.
Includes useful school closure packs.
Suitable for Primary and Post Primary, SET and Gaelscoileanna
https://www.worldbookonline.com/

A wide variety of books covering science, nature, myths, classics etc. Includes option to
read aloud

Summer School Programme
At time of writing, the Department of Education has just announced plans to run a
Summer School Programme. Details available at
https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/5d15a-summer-provision-2020/?referrer=http://www.gov.ie/summerprovision/
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Distance learning, from the perspective of a job-sharing teacher
& mother of three.
Lorraine Lawrance, Scoil Aiséirí Chríost, Farranree, Cork

On March 12th at about midday, the news of a school closure invaded our school building like
a tsunami. An atmosphere of uncertainty ebbed and flowed for the next few hours as teachers, while maintaining a calm exterior in front of pupils, began hurriedly preparing a twoweek block of work, gathering unfinished books and making their final dent in the school
photocopying bill. As the school-bell rang, we took a moment with our class, smiled and
waved them off; reassuring them that everything would be fine and we would see them all
again soon.
An eerie staff meeting announcement saw us gather as a staff, white-faced; as by now we
knew that things had got serious. The pandemic was coming our way and teaching, as we
knew it, was about to change drastically. And so, began our journey into distance learning.

Teaching 4th Class in an all-girls DEIS school has its challenges. However, as a highly organised
school, our School Improvement Plan had seen targets for digital literacy make their way into
our classrooms in the past year or two. In recent months, our pupils had been introduced to
ClassDojo. The girls had received their individual codes and some had managed to download
the app onto their home devices and; with excitement and enthusiasm, they began to practise the skill of uploading a piece of their work each term to their portfolios. Little did we
know that this preparation would be the making of a very successful distance learning journey.

What is it?
Class Dojo is an online platform which has three main principles:
Create a positive culture
Teachers encourage students to practise any skill or value — including working hard, being kind, helping others etc.

Give students a voice
Students showcase and share their learning by adding photos and videos to their own portfolios

Share moments with parents
Engage parents by sharing photos and videos of wonderful classroom moments
7
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The motto on the ClassDojo homepage is to “Bring every family into your classroom” , as we reflect on our ClassDojo journey three months later, that is certainly what was achieved. When I
refer to “we” I am speaking about my job-share partner, Denise, whose positive nature helped
make distance learning such an enjoyable team- teaching experience. In all honesty, in the first
few weeks we found that we were working harder than ever before! Perhaps it was spurred by
the unease caused by the pandemic itself. Maybe it was the fact that we were both mothers of
three children under eight, making this “home learning” task a multi-layered mission! The fact
was, that we had all of a sudden become professional jugglers- juggling the continuous teaching
of our own class and taking care of our own children and their education, all day every day!
Nevertheless, we threw ourselves into the task wholeheartedly. The questions flowed- How
would we approach the planning, the preparation and delivery of lessons, the portfolio commentary, the communication with pupils and parents, the notetaking, the attendance and participation, GDPR…?
First and foremost, we knew it was imperative to get as many children on board as possible. To
this end, we made contact with all parents and helped them get on board ClassDojo. Out of 19
pupils, 17 remained engaged with us for the duration of the lockdown. The other two pupils
were assisted with technology by the school and provided with printed materials. Next, we continued our daily classroom practice. We had worked hard to set up- our morning ‘landing’- a selection of meditation and mindfulness pieces, helping to build resilience and foster a growth
mind-set in our pupils. And so, our ‘morning message’ would go up at 9am each morning,
greeting our pupils and their families with an eye-catching meme, giving them a you-tube link to
a song, dance or story that would set the theme for the day and an art activity that would spark
their creativity. It was encouraging to see the ‘likes’ from parents as well as the daily ‘thumbs
up’ from what became after a few weeks ‘our regulars’.
We decided to take our yearly plan and turn it into a digital learning framework. The topics we
planned to teach in class, we continued to teach online. We were conscious not to bombard pupils too much and so we asked for feedback from parents at the end of each two-week block.
This feedback led to changes in some of our content as we found that the children really enjoyed the hands-on activities like making art in nature, maths around the house, map drawing,
photography in their locality and project work. We made a ‘lockdown learning log’, containing a
variety of worksheets for the months of April, May and June, which we posted to each child. We
took photos each day of the work to help keep the children on track. We corrected their uploads, which could be up to 40 per day, and gave each pupil daily feedback on their work. We
made short videos modelling particular content, all of which was easy to do via the ClassDojo
set-up.
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With a sea of possibilities to choose from, we encouraged pupils to explore the RTE School hub,
daily PE lessons with Joe Wicks, cooking lessons with our local Wooden Spoons Cookery School
and our school Facebook page which led pupils to various sites and activities. The open access
to schoolbooks from publishers, the audio readings of high-quality picture books on you-tube
and the wealth of creative ideas on pinterest were resources which we employed and posted to
our daily blog.
However, it was the class blog itself on Dojo which remained our core focus and communicative
method. As we built up a rapport with parents and were able to message them at ease, we realised that our distance learning approach was a success.
One of the things that made our journey so successful was that we took part in the daily activities that we set. We uploaded our ‘work’ which parents commended us on! Many parents began to participate in the daily activities also and expressed their enjoyment stating that ‘school
was never so much fun’.
We were in a unique position in that we could see the style of approach to distance learning
our children’s schools had adopted as well as checking in with our Dojo partner schools. Microsoft teams, seesaw, study ladder were used, all seemed well structured for students who
would engage well in independent learning while following a weekly timetable. We knew this
would not work for our pupils and we didn’t want to ‘lose them’. We constantly reflected on
our approach and as we near the end of our journey, we feel strongly that ClassDojo was the
best choice for our pupils. And, if a second wave were to hit, we would feel confident that our
new cohort of pupils will receive an excellent experience in distance learning.

………………………………………
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‘’Teachers - Doing IT for themselves’’
David McCague, Monaghan Education Centre.

The knowledge, skill, versatility, passion for their profession, and commitment to their students
that teachers exhibit is always visible. However, the incredible effort that educators around the
world have made in recent months in the context of the Covid 19 pandemic to quickly adapt to
remote learning is worthy of special recognition!
In Ireland there were varying degrees of preparedness for the sudden closures of schools on
March 12th with every local context providing unique challenges. These challenges ranged from
teacher competency with ICT, schools having access to the various platforms for the dissemination of lessons, the lack of devices in homes and the inequity of the rural broadband coverage.
It was heartening to witness the resilient reaction of teachers generally as their plans and
schemes for the remainder of the 2019/20 school year were plunged into turmoil. This reaction
was rooted in the moral purpose that underpins the true meaning of the profession – that is to
make a difference to the lives of students. Teachers faced up to each and every one of these
challenges in the interest of their students but they did not do so alone. As is the norm in a
time of crisis they reached out for support to upskill and adapt and very often this support was
available through their colleagues in local Education Support Centres across the country.
There is an old latin phrase ‘Docendo Discimus’, translating as ‘by teaching, we learn’, our
teachers are role models for their students, demonstrating that they are indeed lead learners.
Education Support Centres are the modern iteration of the original ‘teachers centres’, places
where teachers could come together to share practice, discuss solutions and develop their
practice through collaboration and connection. This process of connection across the profession was seldom in greater demand than in the last few months as teachers were relocated
from classrooms and staffrooms to kitchens and bedrooms. Traditionally the Education Support Centre meeting rooms acted as the location for the growing collaboration across teacher
professional networks but through innovative use of technology this connection began to happen virtually.
A significant factor in the ability of schools and teachers to adapt was the speed with which the
Education Centres switched their provision to an online webinar model. Over the course of the
last 3 months these Education Centres, under the overall umbrella body ESCI (Education Support Centres of Ireland) have consistently met the needs of their teachers locally providing a
broad menu of learning opportunities tailored for new learning needs. What is particularly significant about these Education Centres is that they are governed by volunteer teachers on
management committees and led by seconded teachers as Centre Directors. Many of the programmes delivered in recent weeks have been facilitated by teachers themselves sharing expertise and knowledge in support of their colleagues. As many parts of our society have
watched and waited for guidance on how they might re-engage with their work, in essence,
teachers led locally within their education communities.
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The provision of the Education Centre Network was multi-faceted over the last 3 months. Initially,
it was easy to identify the local needs as schools quickly sought to engage with online platforms.
Thousands of teachers enrolled in webinars offering step-by-step guides in Google Classroom,
Class Dojo, Seesaw and Microsoft Teams among others. This reflexive approach brought about a
focus on teachers and school leader wellbeing, with many webinars focusing on offering practitioners practical tips to maintain their own wellbeing in the eye of the storm. Education Centres
listened to their schools and it became clear that the child with Special Educational Needs was
particularly vulnerable in this time and many supports were offered to ensure that teachers were
confident in safeguarding the wellbeing of their students remotely. Centres recognised the stresses and anxieties of the parents within their communities and endeavoured to serve the needs of
these parents by offering teachers guidance on fun and active learning experiences for pupils that
would de-intensify the experience for parents.
Education Centres have a long established tradition of innovation and through the offering of virtual sports days, virtual school tours and support in organising guidance for parents and pupils in
progressing to post-primary schools many of the milestones that were thought to be absent from
the 2020/21 school year were met in a fashion never to be forgotten. Many teachers have expressed their gratitude for the support and guidance they have received in the final term of this
momentous school year. They have borne witness to the amazing spirit of collegiality that exists
in the teaching profession of Ireland.
As Education Communities now begin to look ahead to August and the potential for re-opening of
schools, parents, students and teachers can allay their fears and anxieties. The Department of Education has pulled together a large cohort of representative bodies to plan for the continuation of
quality teaching and learning. All support services will be planning to meet the unique needs of
teachers in the context of schools reopening. Education Centres have recently published an ambitious 3-year Strategic Plan. The vision statement of this plan states that they ‘’will be a significant
partner in enabling education communities to meet the contextual needs of evolving educational
policy and practice, providing quality professional and personal development for educators at local, regional and national level’’. The ability of the Education Centres to connect partners and
schools will ensure that teachers will have access to the pedagogical expertise from across the
system in order to continue the quality teaching and learning that our system has been built on.
John Dewey famously said that ‘’we do not learn from experience but from reflecting on experience’’, when we reflect on the experience of the last few months the outstanding lesson has been
the agility, adaptability and innovation of our nation’s teachers as professionals.

……………...…………………….
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Graphic Novels /Picture Books
To support Wellbeing Curriculum I have
chosen books which will engage all readers and will appeal to students with special and additional needs.

Guts by Raina Telgeneier
Published by Scholastic . Ages 9-13

Guts tells the story of growing up and finding the courage to face and conquer fears. Raina is dealing with the usual issues, school, changing friendships and food. Her upset tummy does not go away and it coincides with her
worries about school. The book tells the true story of Raina’s struggles to
overcome her fears and anxieties. A funny, true story about the joys, challenges and anxieties of growing up.
My Smile Diary. A journal to accompany Guts.
My Smile Diary is an illustrated journal with prompts. Suitable for use as a diary or journal to
record feelings.

The Boy ,The Mole ,The Fox and The Horse.
Charlie Mackesy.
Suitable for All Ages.
Illustrator, Charlie Mackesy, posted a drawing of a boy and a horse online,
the caption accompanying the drawing stated the bravest thing he has
ever said is ‘Help’. It became an online sensation and inspired the graphic
novel ‘The Boy, The Mole, The Fox and The Horse.’
This book blends together a handwritten story and inspirational drawings
to convey a message of kindness, compassion and understanding. The
book consists of straightforward conversations between the characters about the important
things in life.
The book’s simple language and plain illustrations inspire positive thinking.
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Coronavirus. A Book for Children.
Free to download from gill books.ie

Coronavirus is a digital book for primary school children about the Coronavirus and the
measures taken to control it. It was first published in the UK with input from the London School
of Medicine, teachers and child psychologists. The gill books edition is an Irish specific version
and is free to read on screen or print out.

The UK publishers recognised the importance
of having access to good quality information in
this unprecedented time when children are
fearful. Helping children understand what is
going on is an important step in helping them
cope during this worldwide pandemic.

This book is presented in question and answer style. The text is accompanied by illustrations
from award winning illustrator Axel Scheffler who is well known for illustrating the Julia Donaldson Gruffalo children’s books.
The book answers all the ‘w’ questions, what, when, who, where, why as well as how one can
contract the virus. Language used throughout the book is accessible to primary school children.
Professor Luke O Neill, Head of Immunology at Trinity College Dublin, describes the book thus,
‘This book is a fantastic resource for children, it explains the Coronavirus in a colourful and
calming way. Adults will learn a thing or two too’.
The book contains a list of other resources that may be of interest to parents, guardians and
carers.

Cartoons to illustrate rules .
Axel Scheffler and Julia Donaldson have linked up to create cartoons to illustrate rules associated with living with the coronavirus. The cartoons show characters from The Gruffalo books adhering to social distancing, engaging in home-schooling and helping others during this crisis.
Available from www.gruffalo.com
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What to Do When You Worry Too Much.
A Kid’s Guide to Overcoming Anxiety.
Dawn Huebner.

Dawn Huebner is a clinical psychologist specialising in the treatment of children with anxiety .
What to do When you Worry Too Much is an award-winning interactive self-help book designed to guide 6-12 year olds and their parents through anxious times by using Cognitive Behavioural Techniques (CBT)
It acknowledges that everyone encounters stressful situations from time to time and some find it difficult to stop
worrying. It advises that when worries bother you every
day, you need to seek help. What to do When you Worry
Too Much is an accessible resource which cuts through the
jargon using beautiful illustrations and humour to motivate and empower children to work towards change.

The book is a great mix of text and activities. The excellent workbook is simple and practical. Its use of simple
language and illustrations helps children understand anxiety and through the use of stories
and activities teaches children a successful way to think about and manage anxiety. Children
and their parents learn to build techniques to take control of stressful situations thereby reducing and overcoming their anxieties. The behavioural changes brought about through using techniques learned will help alleviate worry.
Though primarily aimed at 6-9 year olds tips and strategies can be used by all ages.
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My Sibling …then Me! By Katie Heneghan, Molly Martyn, Niamh Nestor,
Dylan Coleman, Tomas Ronayne.
Available from www.wamdunmorecs.ie
My Sibling… then Me! is written from the perspective of siblings of a child with special educational needs (SEN). It is the work of Transition Year (T.Y) students from Dunmore Community
School and won this year’s Galway Senior Student Enterprise Award. The book aims to create
awareness of the needs of children with SEN while also giving a voice to the siblings of these
children.
It outlines the joys and challenges of growing up with a sibling who has special needs, a sibling
who needs more attention from parents because of
those needs. The research indicated that all available
supports focus on the child with SEN and their parents,
rarely is attention given to the sibling. This book sets out
to fill that gap.
The book describes conditions such as autism, physical
disabilities and assessed syndromes. It creates awareness
of the impact of having a child with SEN on families with
particular focus on the impact this will have on siblings.

Through a question and answer format the booklet asks and answers sibling questions e.g.
“What about me …what can I do?” Constructive recommendations follow, suggesting ways in
which siblings can explore their feelings of worry, jealousy, fear and anger. Activity pages can
be completed by parents and siblings together.
This book is the first of its kind in Ireland. It is a resource for siblings, teachers, parents and other professionals working in the area of special education.
My Sibling…then Me! is written in simple language and is accessible to pupils in both primary
and post-primary schools. This book is an excellent resource which should be used in all
schools and should be available from all libraries across the country.
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ILSA Annual Conference
Friday 2nd/Saturday 3rd October 2020
Venue: Mount Wolseley Hotel
Tullow, Co. Carlow

Reservations for Bed & Breakfast Accommodation
on Thursday 1st Oct & Friday 2nd Oct
can be made with the hotel.
Single Room €95
Twin/Double €140
Email: info@mountwolseley.ie

Phone: 059 9180100
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